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Is this you?
CHOOSING STOCKS DOESN’T
HAVE TO BE A CRAP SHOOT.

Profit with the Pros
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Dear Investor’s Business Daily Reader,
If you are one of the many investors whose portfolio suffered major losses in the crash of 2000, and you have
been searching for an effective way to invest for quick profits, let us introduce you to GorillaTrades, and its
market-tested method that provides realistic results. Compound growth is a wonderful thing for the patient
investor: 15% profits this year, 10% the next, maybe even 25% the year after. Continue at that rate for a while,
and you've built-up quite a nest egg for yourself!
But sometimes, that’s just not good enough! Sometimes it seems as if time is not your friend, and
you feel like you need to earn 15% THIS WEEK... or 25% THIS MONTH...
It’s at times like those that you need a market-tested stock picking service like GorillaTrades.
You see, the GorillaTrades system is a stunningly simple, proprietary system that time and again has identified
stock trades with EXPLOSIVE short-term potential. Don’t worry, GorillaTrades is not about day-trading. In fact, the
average GorillaTrades holding period is between a few weeks and a few months, with a goal of double-digit
profits from every position recommended. Are you tired of the unrealistic services that claim to produce all
winners and no losers? Investors are too intelligent to believe such ridiculous claims. As with any system of
investing, there are always losses. However, the losses, on average, are less than 7%, while most profits are two,
three, or even four times this figure! Folks, if you take a minute to do the math, you will quickly realize just how
fast your money could grow. The Gorilla “holds your hand,” the entire way by not only providing stop loss levels,
but he also provides upside (profit) targets on EVERY GorillaPick he recommends. Additionally, the Gorilla raises
stop loss levels along the way in order to protect his subscribers’ hard-earned profits.

Within a couple of hours of the markets’ close each evening, The Gorilla sends his subscribers a detailed wrap-up to help
them make sense of that day’s activity…and more importantly… give them insight to help them make money off of what
some of Wall Street’s top traders are expecting from TOMORROW’s market.

He then provides specific recommendations for purchase at the next morning’s open. In fact, there are three
different categories of recommendations given:
1. GORILLA PICKS—stock trades
identified by a proprietary technical
analysis system designed for short-term
(a few weeks to a few months is the
targeted holding period) double-digit
capital appreciation. Here are just some
of the stocks that have been BOUGHT
and SOLD for double-digit profits already
THIS year: Atheros Communications
(ATHR), VCA Antech (WOOF), Century
Aluminum (CENX), Arris Group (ARRS),
Gilead Sciences (GILD), Qiagen (QGEN),
Southwest Gas (SWX), and Verigy (VRGY).

2. GORILLA SHORTS—proprietary stock
picks with a high likelihood of falling 20%
to 40% or more in the next few weeks,
allowing you to make big, quick money on
the downside. Big GorillaShort winners
recommended in the GorillaTrades daily
updates for quick 20% profits each were:
CNET Networks (CNET) in just 4 weeks and
Blockbuster (BBI) in less than 6 weeks!

GorillaTrades is a technical, systematic approach to identifying stock trades
with EXPLOSIVE short term potential. Every night the GorillaTrades system
sifts through over 6,000 stocks, ranking them on 14 different indicators.

3. SPECIAL SITUATION PICKS—these
picks are meant to have longer term
holding periods (several months in
most cases). Special Situation Picks
appear less often, but when they do
appear, these stocks are usually among
the most explosive of the Gorilla’s
recommendations. They include recent
winners like: SYSTEMS XCELLENCE (SXCI),
which was recommended on April 13,
and is already up more than 44%! Bolt
Technology (BTJ), recommended on
November 29, and has rocketed 199%
since! Terra Industries (TRA) is up an
incredible 307% since its recommendation
July 27, 2006! Are these big, fast winners
hiding lots of losers? Not a chance!

FREE FOR

30

DAYS!

www.gorillatrades.com/ibd

THE GORILLA ON PROFIT: The personal experience of “The Gorilla” himself is quite impressive.
This master investor behind GorillaTrades maintains a network of financial insiders gathered throughout his
25 years in the industry. He recognized a phenomenon when he determined that subtle indicators preceded
explosive individual stock price movements. It was as a result of this research that he developed his
proprietary formula using 14 different technical indicators, and used the signals generated by his system to
turn $250,000 into $5,500,000 in the 18 months prior to founding GorillaTrades!

A Great Opportunity...
for Some People
“The first thing I do in
the morning is log onto the
Gorilla...unless my husband has
beaten me to it! This picture
was taken...with much help from
Mr. Gorilla... on the Queen Mary
II heading for the Caribbean.”
CLAIRE AND MIKE SCHMIDT, Subscribers
for over three years, CARMEL, IN

“Last month I took you up on your trial offer. I 'paper-traded'
your confirmed picks for a while and then, seeing positive
results, made a couple trades. I must confess that I validated
(for my peace of mind) your picks for their IBD numbers
and how they were ranked in a couple of other well-known
ranking services found on the internet. To make a long story
short, my trial is over today and I'm looking forward to a very
rewarding year: the trades on your recommended stocks
have already paid for my yearly subscription.”
DAVE PALMER, Subscriber for almost a year, HIGGANUM, CT

“As a GorillaTrades subscriber since early 2000, I have seen
up markets, and down markets, but have more than paid
for my annual subscription every single month! I find it
amusing that my stockbroker now calls me daily, and treats
me like a peer. I have learned so much from the Gorilla.
Thank you for such a wonderful service!”
BRUCE LIEBOWITZ, Subscriber for over seven years,
Farmington Hills, Michigan.

PLEASE NOTE: The GorillaTrades
service is NOT for everyone.
However, some individuals are
seasoned investors who like to
(or need to) use a portion of their
portfolio to manage more
aggressively and actively.
If you fall into that category, and can
honestly answer yes to the following
three questions, then GorillaTrades
may be a great service for you:
1. Are you willing to trade a
segment of your portfolio every
day? This is not a buy-and-hold
service. As the examples given above
show, many round-trip trades may
run only a few weeks, and if you
miss a week or two, big profits can
quickly turn into big losses.
2. Are you comfortable with the
tax implications and trading costs
associated with active trading?
While this is NOT day-trading, the
implications of trading in and out of
positions every few weeks are
significant. Ideally, for the long picks,
you would utilize the GorillaTrades
system in a tax-deferred account, so
that a lot of your profits aren’t eaten
up by short-term capital gains taxes.
At the very least, you’ll want to do
your trading at a deep-discount
broker, keeping your transaction
costs in check.
3. Do you have daily e-mail access?
As mentioned previously, these
trades move extremely fast. E-mail is
the only efficient way for The Gorilla
to get in touch with you if he has
urgent trading instructions. (It is NOT
necessary to be available during
trading hours!) There is absolutely
NO reason whatsoever to “watch”
the stock market during trading hours
using the Gorilla Trades system.

Start Profiting from
Gorilla Trades for FREE...Today!
As a special opportunity for those Investor’s Business Daily readers who would benefit from
this type of service, GorillaTrades will make their service available to you absolutely FREE of
charge for the next 30 days. Try it out. Receive their enlightening DAILY market updates.
Trade on their proprietary recommendations. And most importantly…pocket some big, quick
profits! If, during the first 30 days you aren’t absolutely thrilled with your profits, and all the
features of the service, simply notify GorillaTrades via telephone or e-mail, and your credit
card won’t ever be charged a penny. It’s that simple.
TO START YOUR 30-DAY FREE TRIAL TODAY,
simply go to www.gorillatrades.com/ibd,
and read today’s market update within
minutes of signing on. Or, if you’d prefer,
call 1-866-222-6639 to speak to one of
The Gorilla’s representatives (expect delays
due to call volume for the service).

CURRENT PORTOLIO LEADERS as of 08/2007
Baidu.com

BIDU

+134.27%

Nuance Comm.

NUAN

+68.11%

SAVVIS

SVVS

+65.64%

MEMC Elect. Mat.

WFR

+56.82%

Verigy

VRGY

+52.48%

Avnet

AVT

+49.89%

NCR Corp.

NCR

+49.21%

J. Crew Group

JCG

+48.84%

Covanta Holding

CVA

+46.96%

Century Aluminum

CENX

+46.39%

TOP GORILLA TRADES closed in 2007

GUARANTEE:
If for any reason I’m
dissatisfied with the service
and the profits I’ve earned,
all I need to do is notify
GorillaTrades via e-mail or
telephone within the first
30 days of my subscription,
and my creditcard will never
be charged! If I am satisfied,
my subscription will be
automatically continued
for the next year at the
low, active-subscriber rate
of $599.95 per year,
and charged to the credit
card I’ve provided.

Remember that even in one of the toughest
investing environments any of us have ever
seen, the Gorilla’s stocks moved fast! If you
decide that GorillaTrades might be right for
you, go to www.gorillatrades.com/ibd to sign
up TODAY to try the service out for yourself.
It’s absolutely FREE for the next 30 days,
so why not give it a “test drive” and
pocket some nice profits at the same time!
Once registered, you can immediately
proceed directly to www.gorillatrades.com
to have immediate access to the wealth of
information in the secure Subscribers area!

Western Refining
InterCont. Exch.
Alcan
ITT Educ. Srvcs.
Immucor
McDermott
Praxair
First Data
Southwest Gas
Verigy

WNR
ICE
AL
ESI
BLUD
MDR
PXR
FDC
SWX
VRGY

Past performance is no guarantee of
future results.
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59% profit
49% profit
46% profit
42% profit
38% profit
35% profit
32% profit
27% profit
26% profit
23% profit

